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BSI to begin accepting applications for MDR

We can confirm that BSI is now accepting applications under the MDR for
our UK Notified Body (0086).

BSI UK Notified Body (0086) w ill begin to process quote requests and
schedule w ork over the coming months. BSI w ill provide conformity assessments to the full scope of the
MDR. This service w ill focus on our existing UK (0086) and NL (2797) clients. For further details on
BSI’s scope, please visit the NANDO information system.

Who can I contact for further information?
Please contact your Account Manager to initiate the quotation process. They w ill be able to answ er your
questions in the first instance, and w e recommend you visit our dedicated w ebsite for your MDR
Transition.
Find out more

Read our latest white paper on Artificial Intelligence

A system w hose behaviour is impossible to guarantee seems unsatisfactory from
a safety or regulatory perspective. To appreciate w hy components that
incorporate artificial intelligence (AI), and specifically, machine learning, might
even be considered, it is helpful to gain a little bit of insight into how modern AI
systems are being built, and w hy they are changing the w ay in w hich complex
softw are systems are being engineered.

Dow nload BSI’s w hite paper and get an overview of w here AI is being used in healthcare, and w hy it
might be increasingly seen in medical devices, considering w hat specific additional requirements this
might place on regulatory requirements in the near future.

Dow nload w hite paper

Are you an IVD Manufacturer? Please take a few minutes to complete our
survey

We recently conducted in-depth interview s w ith 49 In-Vitro Diagnostic (IVD)
Manufacturers and found out that over 50% w ere not yet prepared to meet
the requirements of the IVD Regulation (IVDR).

The IVD industry is undergoing significant change and BSI is committed to ensuring a smooth transition
for all clients w ishing to certify to the IVDR. If you’re an IVD Manufacturer w e’d like to hear about your
transition plans so w e can ensure our service w ill be ready to meet your requirements.

Complete survey

Upcoming events

Will you be joining us?

MedTech Sum m it, Brussels – 17-21 June 2019
Talks w ill include ‘EU Medical Device Regulations, Notified Body overview
and update from BSI’ by Jayanth Katta, Regulatory Lead at BSI. Use code
CQ7132BSI for an exclusive 25% discount*.

Register now

AAMI/BSI Conference, Heathrow – 27-28 June 2019
Join regulators and standards leaders from around the w orld to hear about
some of the latest developments in Medical Devices.
Register now

*Terms & Conditions Discount Promotion: 1) Discounts not applicable to supplier/vendor/consultant/solution provider companies. Knect365 Life Sciences will
verify whether you are a supplier/vendor/consultant/solution provider when your registration is processed; 2) Discount not to be used in conjunction with any
other discount; 3) Discount not applicable to existing bookings.
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